Assessment of Radiologist Performance in the Detection of Lung Nodules: Dependence on the Definition of “Truth”
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Abstract

Rationale and Objectives—Studies that evaluate the lung-nodule-detection performance of radiologists or computerized methods depend on an initial inventory of the nodules within the thoracic images (the “truth”). The purpose of this study was to analyze (1) variability in the “truth” defined by different combinations of experienced thoracic radiologists and (2) variability in the performance of other experienced thoracic radiologists based on these definitions of “truth” in the context of lung nodule detection on computed tomography (CT) scans.

Materials and Methods—Twenty-five thoracic CT scans were reviewed by four thoracic radiologists, who independently marked lesions they considered to be nodules ≥ 3 mm in maximum diameter. Panel “truth” sets of nodules then were derived from the nodules marked by different combinations of two and three of these four radiologists. The nodule-detection performance of the other radiologists was evaluated based on these panel “truth” sets.

Results—The number of “true” nodules in the different panel “truth” sets ranged from 15–89 (mean: 49.8±25.6). The mean radiologist nodule-detection sensitivities across radiologists and panel “truth” sets for different panel “truth” conditions ranged from 51.0–83.2%; mean false-positive rates ranged from 0.33–1.39 per case.

Conclusion—Substantial variability exists across radiologists in the task of lung nodule identification in CT scans. The definition of “truth” on which lung nodule detection studies are based
must be carefully considered, since even experienced thoracic radiologists may not perform well when measured against the “truth” established by other experienced thoracic radiologists.
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INTRODUCTION

Studies that evaluate the lung-nodule detection performance of computer-aided diagnostic (CAD) methods or of different groups of radiologists fundamentally depend on an initial inventory of the nodules within the images. This assessment of “truth” is usually provided by a panel of experienced thoracic radiologists who review the images used in the study to identify lesions that are defined as targets of the study (1–3). Change the “truth,” however, and the performance of the CAD method or radiologist under evaluation necessarily changes (4,5). The “truth” for a specific study is affected by a number of factors, including the composition of the expert panel (6), the defined targets of the study, the instructions provided to panel members, and the manner in which individual panel members interpret the defined study targets and instructions.

Lung nodules as a study target are especially subjective. The term “nodule” refers to abnormalities that span a wide spectrum, which is itself a subset of a broader spectrum of lesions that can be described as “focal abnormalities” (7). Varying interpretations of these spectra by different radiologists lead to variability in radiologists’ identification of lung nodules (8). Compound variability in the definition of “nodule” with subjective qualifying attributes, such as minimum size, radiographic solidity, or actionability, and the potential for discordant interpretation is further magnified. The determination that a nodule is present at a specific location is almost always based on image features alone as interpreted by a radiologist, without independent objective verification, given the inherent limitations of obtaining lung tissue or post mortem data in humans. According to Dodd et al. (9), “dependence on expert opinion derived from the very same images used for the assessment of the imaging system or algorithm leads to an additional source of uncertainty that is not present when an independent source of ‘ground truth’ is available.” These investigators suggest that some form of resampling of the expert panel may be useful to understand this additional uncertainty (9).

To create a publicly available database of annotated thoracic computed tomography (CT) scans as a reference standard for the medical imaging research community, the Lung Image Database Consortium (LIDC) developed a two-phase process for the interpretation of CT scans by such an expert panel. Specifically, a panel of four experienced thoracic radiologists, one from each of four different institutions, reviews the CT scans under two separate and distinct conditions (10). According to the LIDC process, the initial “blinded read phase” requires radiologists to independently mark nodules and other lesions they identify in a thoracic CT scan using a computer interface. During the subsequent “unblinded read phase,” the blinded read results of all radiologists are revealed to each of the radiologists, who then independently review their marks along with the anonymous marks of their colleagues; each radiologist may choose to alter or delete any of their own marks during the unblinded read or they may place additional marks in the CT scan. This two-phase approach was developed to identify as completely as possible all lesions interpreted as nodules in a CT scan without requiring forced consensus. The blinded and unblinded read phases are intended to comprise a single, comprehensive process for establishing a robust “truth” for lung nodules in CT scans. The “truth” created through this process will be associated with the LIDC database for all who use it to train and
test CAD methodologies or to conduct any other studies that evaluate nodule-detection performance.

The LIDC two-phase process, however, deliberately deviates from the more commonly used approaches to establish “truth.” Most studies incorporate a single-read panel approach, while others include a limited second round to arbitrate discordant findings. The findings of these expert panels may be combined and permuted (in a logical and scientifically sound manner) to obtain a series of non-unique “truth” sets against which the performance of the system under consideration may vary substantially (11–13).

The present study circumvents the more robust LIDC process and simulates the single-read panel paradigm by investigating the “truth” sets that may be constructed from the blinded reads for CT scans in the LIDC database. Then, rather than evaluate a CAD system, the performance of other LIDC radiologists is evaluated against these blinded-read-only “truth” sets.

This study poses several fundamental questions. When a group of two or three experienced thoracic radiologists forms a consensus panel to establish “truth” for a nodule-detection study, how would the results of the study differ if two or three other thoracic radiologists of equivalent experience were employed to establish the “truth?” How would the radiologists in the first panel fare against the “truth” established by the second panel? The purpose of this study was to analyze variability in the “truth” defined by different combinations of experienced thoracic radiologists from the expert panel and the variability in the performance of other experienced thoracic radiologists in the identification of lung nodules on CT scans based on these different definitions of “truth.”

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Patient image data

A total of 25 thoracic helical CT scans were collected from a single LIDC site, in accordance with the inclusion criteria previously published (7,14). Appropriate local IRB approval was obtained for the research use of scans that had been acquired in accordance with established clinical or on-going research imaging protocols. Each CT scan had been acquired from a different patient (10 females, 15 males; age 40–75 years, median 59 years) on Aquilion (Toshiba) (n=17), Sensation 16 (Siemens) (n=5), or Emotion 6 (Siemens) (n=3) CT scanners. The tube peak potential energies used for scan acquisition were as follows: 120 kV (n=5), 130 kV (n=3), and 135 kV (n=17). Tube current ranged from 45–499 mA (mean: 228.9 mA). The slice thickness and reconstruction interval were equal for each scan at 2.0 mm (n=4) and 3.0 mm (n=21). The in-plane resolution of the 512×512-pixel sections ranged from 0.537–0.946 mm (mean: 0.682 mm). A “standard/non-enhancing” convolution kernel was used for image reconstruction. The majority of the CT scans (n=15) had been performed using intravenous contrast material.

Image evaluation

Monitors with clinically acceptable specifications were used at each site, and each monitor was calibrated with a VeriLUM Color Dual Mode Pod (IMAGE Smiths, Kensington, MD). Ambient lighting was set to simulate the clinical reading environment. Each CT scan was initially presented at a standard brightness/contrast setting without magnification, but the radiologists were allowed to adjust brightness, contrast, and magnification as appropriate to enable the most complete interpretation of the scan.

The scans identified at a single LIDC site were anonymized to remove all protected health information within the DICOM headers of the images in accordance with HIPAA guidelines (15) and electronically transferred to each of the four other LIDC sites to initiate the blinded...
read process (10). One LIDC radiologist at each of the four sites independently evaluated each scan for the presence of lesions in three different categories: (1) nodules with greatest in-plane dimension ≥ 3 mm but < 30 mm, regardless of presumed histology (“nodule ≥ 3 mm”), (2) nodules < 3 mm that are not clearly benign (i.e., diffusely calcified) (“nodule < 3 mm”), and (3) other intraparenchymal lesions ≥ 3 mm (“non-nodule ≥ 3 mm”) (e.g., scars, areas of consolidation, and lesions greater than 3 cm in diameter), which were noted for the sake of completeness (10). Through discussions and training, the radiologists were familiar with the subtleties of each lesion category prior to the study. The radiologists indicated the location of lesions through the placement of category-specific annotations on the images using an interactive computer interface. The spatial positions of lesions in each category as defined by each radiologist were recorded in an XML file for later analysis. This interface included measurement tools to assist the radiologists determine whether a lesion’s dimension exceeded the 3-mm threshold. These cases subsequently proceeded to the unblinded read phase of the LIDC process. Since the purpose of this study was to simulate a single-read panel approach to establishing “truth,” the final post-unblinded read results were not included in this study.

An LIDC site may have more than a single “LIDC radiologist” to handle the workload generated by the LIDC database, which will eventually contain nearly one thousand CT scans with lung nodules. Each LIDC radiologist is a thoracic radiologist, and each was trained by the site’s primary LIDC radiologist to become familiar with the details of the LIDC process. Accordingly, reads performed for the LIDC database are considered on an institutional basis, and, for the purpose of this study, “Radiologist A” will refer to the LIDC radiologist or radiologists at one specific LIDC site. All 25 scans were evaluated by a single LIDC radiologist at each of two sites (Radiologist C and Radiologist D), while at the other two sites, the scans were distributed between two LIDC radiologists (at one site, one radiologist evaluated 21 scans and the other evaluated four scans (Radiologist A); at the other site, one radiologist evaluated 14 scans and the other evaluated 11 scans (Radiologist B)). The radiologists were aware that they were reviewing the CT scans to provide an assessment of “truth” for lung nodule studies.

The image evaluation process (the blinded reads) effectively yielded four independent sets of nodule “truth” data. To determine the physical correspondence of annotations from different radiologists, all radiologist annotations were visually reviewed and inventoried by a single LIDC principal investigator. Using the computer interface and the XML files created during the blinded reads, the annotations of all four radiologists were displayed simultaneously at the appropriate spatial locations within the images. Through differences in color and shape, the displayed annotations identified the institution of the radiologist who placed the annotation and the lesion category indicated by that radiologist. Annotations considered to represent the same physical lesion within the scan were grouped together by visual inspection of all annotations followed by a subjective determination of the three-dimensional contiguity of the lesions those annotations were intended to represent. It should be noted that the same lesion could have been assigned to different lesion categories (i.e., “nodule < 3 mm,” “nodule ≥ 3 mm,” or “non-nodule ≥ 3 mm”) by different radiologists or not annotated at all by a subset of radiologists. This grouping of annotations defined the inventory of lesions that provided the basis for all subsequent analyses; this comprehensive inventory process identified which lesions were annotated by which radiologists and the lesion category to which the lesion was assigned by each radiologist.

Evaluation of radiologist performance based on the “truth” of the other radiologists

With four independent and equally valid assessments of “truth,” analysis was confined to the “nodule ≥ 3 mm” lesion category. The nodule-identification performance of each LIDC radiologist was evaluated in the context of a panel “truth” set derived from the “truth” sets of different combinations of two or three other LIDC radiologists. A true positive was recorded...
for the radiologist being evaluated if that radiologist had annotated as a “nodule ≥ 3 mm” a lesion that was included in the panel “truth” set, a false positive was recorded if that radiologist had annotated as a “nodule ≥ 3 mm” a lesion that was not included in the panel “truth” set, and a false negative was recorded if that radiologist had annotated a lesion that was included in the panel “truth” set as one of the other two lesion categories (i.e., “nodule < 3 mm” or “non-nodule ≥ 3 mm”) or did not annotate the lesion at all.

The performance of each of the four radiologists was evaluated against panel “truth” sets formed by the three possible pairwise combinations of the three other radiologists through (1) a logical OR (i.e., union) of the “truth” sets of the pair of radiologists and (2) a logical AND (i.e., intersection) of the “truth” sets of the pair of radiologists. The logical OR panel “truth” set included lesions annotated as a “nodule ≥ 3 mm” by at least one radiologist of the pair, while the logical AND panel “truth” set included lesions annotated as a “nodule ≥ 3 mm” by both radiologists of the pair.

The performance of each radiologist was evaluated against the panel “truth” sets that consisted of (1) a logical OR combination of the “truth” sets of the other three radiologists, (2) a majority combination of the other three radiologists’ “truth” sets, and (3) a logical AND combination of the “truth” sets of other the three radiologists. The logical OR panel “truth” set included lesions annotated as a “nodule ≥ 3 mm” by at least one of the three radiologists, the majority panel “truth” set included lesions annotated as a “nodule ≥ 3 mm” by at least two of the three radiologists, and the logical AND panel “truth” set included lesions annotated as a “nodule ≥ 3 mm” by all three radiologists.

RESULTS

Number of nodules

A total of 91 lesions were identified as “nodules ≥ 3 mm” by at least one of the four radiologists. The number of nodules identified by each of the four radiologists is shown in Table 1. Radiologist C defined the fewest lesions as nodules (n=20), and Radiologist A defined the most lesions as nodules (n=63). For the nodules that were identified by each radiologist, Figure 1 presents the numbers of those nodules that were identified by that radiologist alone, by the radiologist and one other radiologist, by the radiologist and two other radiologists, and by the radiologist and all three other radiologists. The complexities of the varied combinations of radiologists that identified each of the 91 nodules can be appreciated from the Venn diagram in Figure 2.

Variability in “truth” sets

Twenty-four panel “truth” sets were created in total: the logical OR and the logical AND sets for the six possible pairwise combinations of the four radiologists (n=12) (Figure 3) and the logical OR, the majority, and the logical AND sets for the four possible combinations of three of the four radiologists (n=12) (Figure 4). The number of “true” nodules in these “truth” sets spanned a wide range (Table 2), with the smallest number of nodules included in the panel “truth” set derived from the logical AND of Radiologists B, C, and D (n=15) and the largest number of nodules included in the panel “truth” set derived from the logical OR of Radiologists A, B, and D (n=89). The mean number of “true” nodules across all panel “truth” sets was 49.8 ±25.6.

Figure 5(a) shows a lesion that was identified as a “nodule ≥ 3 mm” by one radiologist but not by another radiologist, so that this lesion was considered a “true” nodule for the logical OR combination of these two specific radiologists but not for their logical AND combination. Figure 5(b) shows a lesion that was identified as a “nodule ≥ 3 mm” by both of these
radiologists; this lesion was considered a “true” nodule for both the logical OR and the logical AND combinations of the two radiologists. Figure 5(c) shows a lesion that was identified as a “nodule ≥ 3 mm” by one radiologist but not by two others, so that this lesion was considered a “true” nodule for the logical OR combination of these three specific radiologists but not for their majority or logical AND combinations. Figure 5(d) shows a lesion that was identified as a “nodule ≥ 3 mm” by two of these radiologists but not by the third; this lesion was considered a “true” nodule for both the logical OR and the majority combinations of the three radiologists but not for their logical AND combination. Figure 5(e) shows a lesion that was identified as a “nodule ≥ 3 mm” by all three of these radiologists; this lesion was considered a “true” nodule for the logical OR, the majority, and the logical AND combinations of the three radiologists.

Table 2 also presents the mean number of nodules across all radiologist combinations for each panel “truth” condition. The trends observed in these means are consistent with expectation. First, the mean number of nodules obtained for all logical OR combinations of individual radiologist “truth” sets exceeds the mean number of nodules obtained for all logical AND combinations of individual radiologist “truth” sets since AND (the intersection of the sets of nodules identified by each radiologist) is more restrictive than OR (the union of these sets). Second, the mean number of nodules obtained for all majority combinations of individual radiologist “truth” sets (for the combinations of three radiologists) is between the mean number of nodules obtained for all logical OR combinations and the mean number of nodules obtained for all logical AND combinations since the majority is more strict than an OR but less strict than an AND. Third, the mean number of nodules obtained for all logical OR combinations of three radiologists exceeds the mean number of nodules obtained for all logical OR combinations of two radiologists since an OR among three is more inclusive than an OR between two. Fourth, the mean number of nodules obtained for all logical AND combinations of three radiologists is less than the mean number of nodules obtained for all logical AND combinations of two radiologists since an AND among three is less inclusive than an AND between two. Fifth, the mean number of nodules obtained for all majority combinations of individual radiologists (for the combinations of three radiologists) exceeds the mean number of nodules obtained for all logical AND combinations of two radiologists since a majority among three is more inclusive than an AND between two specific radiologists.

**Radiologist performance**

When the “nodules ≥ 3 mm” identified by the individual radiologists were compared against the different panel “truth” sets (for panel combinations that did not include that specific radiologist), a wide range of nodule-detection sensitivities and false-positive rates resulted (Table 3). The mean sensitivities ranged from 51.0% for radiologist performance compared against the logical OR combination of three radiologists to 83.2% for radiologist performance compared against the logical AND combination of three radiologists. The mean false-positive rates ranged from 0.33 false positives per case for radiologist performance compared against the logical OR combination of three radiologists to 1.39 false positives per case for radiologist performance compared against the logical AND combination of three radiologists. Both the average sensitivities and the average false-positive rates increased as the panel “truth” set became more restrictive (Figure 6).

The nodule-detection sensitivities of individual radiologists are shown in Table 4 for the pairwise “truth” sets and in Table 5 for the triplet “truth” sets. Consistent with the trends observed for the aggregate sensitivities in Table 3, the sensitivities of individual radiologists increased as the panel “truth” sets became more restrictive. Each radiologist tended to be fairly consistent in terms of sensitivity across “truth” sets from different radiologist pairs for a given panel condition (i.e., logical OR or logical AND), with no coefficient of variation exceeding 0.10 (Table 4).
The combination of radiologist performance and variable panel “truth” sets may be appreciated by referring to Table 6, which presents the lesion categories assigned by the four radiologists to the five lesions shown in Figures 5(a)–(e). The “nodule ≥ 3 mm” category, which is the only category of interest for this study, is shown in bold. Each lesion could have three other possible category assignments: “nodule < 3 mm,” “non-nodule ≥ 3 mm,” or no category at all. Of immediate note is that none of these five lesions was assigned to the same category by all four radiologists. Furthermore, the inclusion of any of the five lesions in a specific panel “truth” set depends on how that panel is constructed (pair vs. triplet, the specific radiologists included, and the combination rule (OR, majority, or AND)). The lesion in Figure 5(a) was selected to demonstrate a lesion identified as a “nodule ≥ 3 mm” by one radiologist but not by another radiologist (i.e., a “true” nodule for the logical OR combination of two radiologists). From Table 6, the previous statement holds for a logical OR combination of Radiologists B and C or Radiologists A and C or Radiologists C and D; however, the lesion in Figure 5(a) would not be included in the logical OR panel “truth” set of Radiologists A and B or Radiologists A and D or Radiologists B and D. Considering the logical OR panel “truth” set of Radiologists B and C for Figure 5(a), it is interesting to note from Table 6 that this lesion would be recorded as a false negative for both Radiologist A and Radiologist D, but for different reasons: Radiologist A identified the lesion but considered it to be less than 3 mm in diameter and hence not a study target, while Radiologist D either did not observe the lesion at all or considered the structure to be beyond the scope of the three defined lesion categories (e.g., normal anatomy). Similar observations regarding differences in interpretation or “missed” lesions may be made from Table 6 for the other four lesions in Figures 5(b)–(d).

DISCUSSION

Several limitations are inherent in this study. First, the task of identifying nodules in the context of establishing “truth” for research studies differs from the identification task in the clinical setting, and the radiologists were asked to identify lesions without the benefit of accompanying clinical data. Second, pathologic information was not available for any of the lesions. Third, to define the study targets, radiologists were forced to make binary decisions as to the presence of appropriately sized nodules on the CT scans. Interestingly, these limitations are shared with many published nodule-detection studies.

The design of our study presents the potential for an interesting bias. Although radiologists were instructed to review the CT scans from the perspective of identifying “truth,” these same findings were used to evaluate the “performance” of each radiologist against the findings (i.e., the “truth”) of the other radiologists. The alternative study design would have included an initial session in which radiologists would be instructed to evaluate the scans for “truth,” and then, after sufficient time had elapsed, a second session would have been conducted in which the radiologists would be instructed to review the same scans for the presence of lung nodules in a more routine manner and without the added burden of establishing “truth.” Either scenario, however, differs from the reality of clinical practice, a fact that underlies any observer study conducted in a research setting; the psychology of the radiologist is necessarily altered. It is difficult to know whether the radiologists might have interpreted the scans differently with the knowledge that they were establishing “truth” rather than the thought that their findings were to be compared against an already existing “truth.” It could be argued that the process of establishing “truth” would cause the radiologists to be more vigilant, especially in the absence of clinical information that could mitigate the need to report a specific lesion as a potential nodule. Conversely, under the alternative study design, the radiologists could demonstrate greater attention to the task with the knowledge that their performance would be compared against some reference. Despite these potential differences, the approach adopted in the present study reflects a consistent psychology that existed for both the “truthing” task and the performance evaluation task.
A total of 91 lesions were identified as “nodules ≥ 3 mm” by at least one of the four radiologists. This finding does not imply that the 25 CT scans contained only 91 nodules; had a fifth radiologist been involved, additional lesions might have been defined as “nodules ≥ 3 mm.” Such a postulation further supports the conclusions that may be drawn from this study regarding the variability of “truth” assessments.

The assignment of a lesion to a specific category in the context of the panel “truth” set or the evaluated radiologist required three subjective steps: (1) identification of a lesion (Is the observed structure an abnormality or normal anatomy?), (2) determination of lesion size (Is the longest dimension of the lesion ≥ 3 mm but < 30 mm?), and (3) evaluation of lesion features (Does the lesion represent a “nodule”?). The multiple levels of inherently subjective interpretation required on the part of the radiologists help explain the observed variability in this study, and such variability, based on equally subjective aspects of image interpretation, is certainly present in clinical practice. A lesion included as a “nodule ≥ 3 mm” in any particular panel “truth” set but not identified as such by the evaluated radiologist could represent, in the context of that “truth” set, a search error or a decision-making error according to the categories of Kundel, et al. (16), although a full accounting of this distinction may not be extracted from the data collected.

A 3-mm size threshold separated the “nodules ≥ 3 mm” that were of interest in this study from the “nodules < 3 mm” that were not of interest. The measurement of lesion size, even with the use of electronic measurement tools, is a highly variable task both in clinical practice and in observer evaluation studies (17–19). From the perspective of establishing “truth,” a lesion marked as a “nodule ≥ 3 mm” in the “truth” set became a target that must be identified by the “system” (i.e., a CAD method or, in this study, the radiologist being evaluated), while a lesion marked as a “nodule < 3 mm” was not to be identified by the system. From the perspective of performance assessment, a lesion marked by the evaluated radiologist as a “nodule ≥ 3 mm” was considered a true positive if the lesion was marked as a “nodule ≥ 3 mm” in the “truth” set, a lesion marked by the radiologist as a “nodule < 3 mm” (or as a “non-nodule ≥ 3 mm” or not marked at all) was considered a false negative if the lesion was marked as a “nodule ≥ 3 mm” in the “truth” set, and a lesion marked by the radiologist as a “nodule ≥ 3 mm” was considered a false positive if the lesion was not marked as a “nodule ≥ 3 mm” by the requisite number of truth panel radiologists regardless of whether the other truth panel radiologists marked the lesion as a “nodule < 3 mm” or as a “non-nodule ≥ 3 mm” or whether the other truth panel radiologists provided no mark at all. A greater degree of variability would be expected in the “truth” sets for nodules with diameter near 3 mm and, accordingly, in the radiologists’ nodule-detection performance for these nodules.

The imposition of such a size threshold is consistent with the design of most reported CAD system evaluation studies. CAD systems are typically developed to identify nodules above some minimum size (as determined by the investigators), and at some point in the algorithm the system must determine whether each nodule candidate satisfies that size threshold. Similarly, when establishing “truth,” three binary decisions must be made: (1) whether a lesion is present at a specific location, (2) whether the lesion is a “nodule,” and (3) whether that nodule satisfies the size threshold. These are the same decisions that were required of the radiologists in this study; indeed, analogous decisions are required of radiologists in clinical practice on a daily basis. Accordingly, a “false negative” or “false positive” could result when the opinion of the evaluated radiologist differed from that of the “truth” panel with regard to the size or the “nodularity” of an abnormality that was recognized by both the evaluated radiologist and the panel.

While the number of nodules identified by different radiologists is similar (especially for Radiologists A, B, and D) (see Figure 1), the specific nodules identified by the individual...
radiologists are quite distinct. For example, while Radiologists A and B identified 63 and 62 nodules, respectively, the number of nodules contained within the logical OR combination of Radiologists A and B (n=84) is more than twice the number of nodules contained within their logical AND combination (n=41). This finding means that only about two-thirds of the nodules identified by either Radiologist A or Radiologist B also were identified by the other.

Radiologist nodule-detection sensitivity increased as the panel “truth” set criterion became more strict (e.g., from OR to AND) for two main reasons. First, the number of “actual nodules” based on the more restrictive “truth” set decreased, and so the denominator of the expression for sensitivity decreased. Second, the nodules contained within the more strict “truth” set likely represent more obvious nodules that present a greater likelihood of radiologist agreement.

Similarly, the number of false positives increased as the panel “truth” set criterion became more strict. Since the more strict “truth” set contained fewer “actual nodules,” fewer of the lesions marked by the radiologist under evaluation were considered “true” nodules. The remaining marked lesions, therefore, were considered false positives. Note that since this study was one of detection rather than classification, the concept of a “true negative” did not exist, and the estimation of several quantities frequently used in rater agreement studies (e.g., specificity and the kappa statistic) was not possible.

The findings presented here challenge the certitude inherently associated with the expert-observer-defined “truth” that provides the basis for many medical image analysis studies across a diversity of imaging modalities. Similar considerations exist for nodule segmentation studies, which depend on variable definitions of “truth” based on the nodule outlines of different radiologists (17,20). For many tasks, radiologist interpretation is the closest approximation to “truth” that may be attained; the limitations of that approximation, however, must be recognized and appreciated by investigators. The two-phase approach to the definition of “truth” for nodule-detection studies developed by the LIDC was intended to reduce the variability inherent among radiologists (8). The results of the present study could have important implications for the clinical interpretation of CT scans in the context of lung nodule detection in which a single reader is responsible for what is clearly a difficult detection (and subsequent classification) task—even double and triple readings have limitations and variability that must be understood and should be taken into account when comparing the performance of CAD systems against radiologist “truth.”
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Figure 1.
The number of lesions that were identified as a “nodule $\geq 3$ mm” by each radiologist individually, by each radiologist and one other radiologist, by each radiologist and two other radiologists, and by each radiologist and the three other radiologists (i.e., lesions that all four radiologists identified as nodules). The sum of the four bars for each radiologist corresponds to the data in Table 1.
Figure 2.
Venn diagram of the different combinations of radiologists that identified the 91 lesions that were defined as “nodules ≥ 3 mm” by at least one radiologist.
Figure 3.
The number of lesions identified as “nodule ≥ 3 mm” in the panel “truth” sets created from pairwise combinations of the four radiologists’ individual reads combined through a logical OR operation and combined through a logical AND operation.
Figure 4.
The number of lesions identified as “nodule $\geq 3 \text{ mm}$” in the panel “truth” sets created from triplet combinations of the four radiologists’ individual reads combined through a logical OR operation, a majority approach, and a logical AND operation.
Figure 5.
Examples of lesions that were identified as (a) a “nodule ≥ 3 mm” by one radiologist but not by another (a “true” nodule for the logical OR combination of these two specific radiologists), (b) a “nodule ≥ 3 mm” by both of these radiologists (a “true” nodule for both the logical OR and the logical AND combinations), (c) a “nodule ≥ 3 mm” by one radiologist but not by two others (a “true” nodule for the logical OR combination of these three specific radiologists), (d) a “nodule ≥ 3 mm” by two of these radiologists but not by the third (a “true” nodule for both the logical OR and the majority combinations), (e) a “nodule ≥ 3 mm” by all three of these radiologists (a “true” nodule for the logical OR, the majority, and the logical AND combinations).
Figure 6. The means and ranges (across radiologist combinations) of (a) radiologist nodule-detection sensitivities and (b) radiologist false-positive rates based on the different panel “truth” sets.
### Table 1

The number of nodules identified by each radiologist.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Radiologist</th>
<th>Number of nodules</th>
<th>Mean ± SD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Radiologist A</td>
<td>63</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radiologist B</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>49.8±20.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radiologist C</td>
<td>20</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radiologist D</td>
<td>54</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 2
The number of nodules contained in the panel “truth” sets obtained from different combinations of radiologists under different conditions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Panel “truth” set</th>
<th>Number of nodules</th>
<th>Mean ± SD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Radiologists A/B</td>
<td>84 / 41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radiologist pairs (OR / AND)</td>
<td>Radiologists A/C</td>
<td>66 / 17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Radiologists A/D</td>
<td>75 / 42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Radiologists B/C</td>
<td>66 / 16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Radiologists B/D</td>
<td>76 / 40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Radiologists C/D</td>
<td>57 / 17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Radiologists A/B/C</td>
<td>87 / 42 / 16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radiologist triplets (OR / Majority / AND)</td>
<td>Radiologists A/B/D</td>
<td>89 / 57 / 33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Radiologists A/C/D</td>
<td>77 / 44 / 16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Radiologists B/C/D</td>
<td>78 / 43 / 15</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 3
Radiologist nodule-detection sensitivities and false-positive rates across radiologists and panel “truth” sets for each panel “truth” condition.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Panel “truth” condition</th>
<th>Sensitivity</th>
<th>False-positive rate (FPs/case)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Min</td>
<td>Max</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radiologist pairs (logical OR)</td>
<td>20.2%</td>
<td>75.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radiologist pairs (logical AND)</td>
<td>37.5%</td>
<td>100.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radiologist triplets (logical OR)</td>
<td>20.2%</td>
<td>64.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radiologist triplets (majority)</td>
<td>29.8%</td>
<td>81.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radiologist triplets (logical AND)</td>
<td>45.5%</td>
<td>100.0%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 4
Individual radiologist nodule-detection sensitivities (in %) based on different pairwise panel “truth” sets combined through a logical OR / AND.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Radiologist Pair</th>
<th>A/B</th>
<th>A/C</th>
<th>A/D</th>
<th>B/C</th>
<th>B/D</th>
<th>C/D</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>CV</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Radiologist A</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>63.6 / 100.0</td>
<td>65.8 / 82.5</td>
<td>75.4 / 94.1</td>
<td>68.3 / 92.2</td>
<td>0.09 / 0.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radiologist B</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>62.1 / 94.1</td>
<td>64.0 / 78.6</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>71.9 / 88.2</td>
<td>71.9 / 88.2</td>
<td>0.08 / 0.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radiologist C</td>
<td>20.2 / 39.0</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>24.0 / 38.1</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>23.7 / 37.5</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>23.7 / 37.5</td>
<td>0.09 / 0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radiologist D</td>
<td>58.3 / 80.5</td>
<td>65.2 / 94.1</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>63.6 / 93.8</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>63.6 / 93.8</td>
<td>0.06 / 0.09</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

CV: coefficient of variation
Table 5
Individual radiologist nodule-detection sensitivities (in %) based on different triplet panel “truth” sets combined through a logical OR / majority / AND.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Radiologist Triplet</th>
<th>A/B/C</th>
<th>A/B/D</th>
<th>A/C/D</th>
<th>B/C/D</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Radiologist A</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>64.1 / 81.4 / 100.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radiologist B</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>62.3 / 77.3 / 93.8</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radiologist C</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>20.2 / 29.8 / 45.5</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radiologist D</td>
<td>57.5 / 81.0 / 93.8</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 6
The lesion categories assigned by the four radiologists to the five lesions shown in Figure 5. The “nodule ≥ 3 mm” category, which is the only category of interest for this study, is shown in bold.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Radiologist A</th>
<th>Radiologist B</th>
<th>Radiologist C</th>
<th>Radiologist D</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Figure 5(a)</td>
<td>Nodule &lt; 3 mm</td>
<td>Nodule &lt; 3 mm</td>
<td>Nodule ≥ 3 mm</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Figure 5(b)</td>
<td>Nodule ≥ 3 mm</td>
<td>Nodule ≥ 3 mm</td>
<td>Nodule ≥ 3 mm</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Figure 5(c)</td>
<td>Nodule ≥ 3 mm</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Non-nodule ≥ 3 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Figure 5(d)</td>
<td>Nodule ≥ 3 mm</td>
<td>Nodule ≥ 3 mm</td>
<td></td>
<td>Nodule ≥ 3 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Figure 5(e)</td>
<td>Nodule ≥ 3 mm</td>
<td>Nodule ≥ 3 mm</td>
<td>Nodule ≥ 3 mm</td>
<td>Nodule &lt; 3 mm</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>